“HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED??”

Dave Harris
@bravehead
Is this learning?
OR THIS?
NOW FOR SOME LEARNING
ARE YOU GOOD LEARNERS??

Is learning just about following instructions?
YOUR "PLANS"

THE UNIVERSE'S PLANS FOR YOU

DOGHOUSEDIARIES
THE WORLD OUR KIDS ARE GOING TO LIVE IN IS CHANGING FOUR TIMES FASTER THAN OUR SCHOOLS

Dr. Willard Daggett
How must this change education?
What is education for?

or
NOW FOR SOME TEAM WORK

Now get in 3s
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THE GLUTAMINE EFFECT

Improves learning 15 minutes before & after!
Help kids see the world differently
A rose of galaxies
Can we trust our own brain?
There are no gray spots at the corners of the squares.
Curiosity is a way of creating an effective learning state
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